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Elements of a Development Ecosystem for Modular Robot Applications

Mirko Bordignon, David J. Christensen, Kasper Stoy and Ulrik P. Schultz

Abstract—Supporting application development, test and de-
ployment in the context of modular robot systems is a complex
and multifaceted task, as it entails a range of issues from coping
with tight hardware constraints to enabling distributed control
paradigms. It is nevertheless increasingly important, since it
would enable to better experimentally complement theoretical
research and to foster wider adoption of modular robots by
demonstrating their practical effectiveness. In this paper we
report on our experience while trying to streamline this process
and on two lessons we learned from it.

First, the importance of adopting, modifying and eventually
creating specialized development tools tailored to the different
aspects of such a diverse undertaking. This improves flexibility,
as a set of different tools allows to better address a problem
with different sides, and reusability, as code written with the
right means (that is, a solution formulated in the right terms)
is easier to understand and therefore to maintain and adapt.

Second, the convenience of accommodating for the evolution
of requirements at different levels within the process. Compared
to constraining revisions to a limited part of the system (e.g.
to the interface used by application programmers) this better
suits the nature of modular robots as a tool fitting a wide range
of application niches and hence subject to an accordingly wide
range of application requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The philosophy underpinning modular robotics advocates

that it should be possible to perform heterogeneous tasks by

combining in different ways homogeneous hardware units,

and moreover that such homogeneity could improve cost-

efficiency and resiliency thanks to mass production of a

set of identical and therefore easily replaceable parts. The

accepted drawback would consist in trading efficiency for

flexibility, but it would still make modular robots appealing

in situations where an optimal solution is not necessary but

the ability to cater for unprecedented needs is desirable1.

Still, more than twenty years after their initial inception

modular robots have yet to prove themselves up to such

promises as traditional robotic solutions are preferred in most

contexts. A vast amount of research has in the meanwhile in-

vestigated the related engineering and scientific issues, from

the design of suitable hardware platforms to the algorithmic

aspects of self-reconfiguration and distributed control [1],

[2]. Furthermore, given the increasing number of research

groups worldwide devoted to the field and the frequency

of dedicated events for the community to identify the most
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1Like ”an unexpected problem occurring at a planetary habitat”, the appli-

cation context envisioned by the Planetary Robotic Contingency at the ICRA
2008 Robot Challenge (icra.wustl.edu/?q=2008contingency)

pressing issues and spur advancement2, this research area

is likely to continue drawing attention and resources for

time being. It is thus becoming increasingly important to

complement more thoroughly the theoretical research with

systematic practical progress on the application side, also

in order to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach to

a wider audience through a successful track of application

deployments.

Several factors however make the development of practical

applications difficult. First of all, this research field is in at

earlier stage of compared to other subdomains of robotics

(e.g. manipulation) and has yet to attract commercial interest.

Without any available third-party support, all research teams

must embark in the demanding endeavor to develop from

scratch a platform and maintain it over time: this makes

experimental work cumbersome, given the variety of disci-

plines and competences needed to design but also to operate

such a platform (which range from mechanical, electrical

and computer engineering skills, in addition to experience in

modular robotics itself). In comparison, roboticists operating

in other domains like the mobile or manipulation ones can

rely on readily available, off-the-shelf platforms and on the

accompanying software development frameworks, provided

by a user community or by the vendor themselves. The

first attempt to provide a common platform for modular

robotics recently appeared for the very same reasons we just

mentioned [3], and we are optimistic that the situation will

improve over time. The availability of standard hardware

platforms would still leave open the question of how to

effectively program those systems: specific problems come

both from system engineering (how to efficiently use the very

limited resources of the modules) and high-level application

design (how to conveniently express the robot controller and

deploy it to the modules). Moreover, as a modular robot is

inherently meant to serve multiple purposes, no single set

of specific requirements is given, making specification and

top-down design of the software system infeasible or easily

leading to overengineering.

To clarify the problem, we quickly summarize in Sec. II

the intended application domains for modular robots. In

Sec. III we review the typical characteristics of the hardware

platforms in terms of capabilities and constraints, and then

enumerate the problems that software developers need to

address in order to achieve an effective development strategy.

In Sec. IV we contextualize this discussion in our ongoing

work, referring to the systems we developed, the tools we

2We just cite as significative examples the yearly Self-Reconfigurable
Robots & Systems and Applications workshops and the dedicated sessions
regularly held at major conferences like ICRA, IROS and DARS.



Fig. 1. Possible application domains for robots built from ATRON
modules [4], [5]

used, the methods we embraced in order to attain a prac-

tical and flexible way to build modular robot applications.

Given the variety of the different entities involved, spanning

from techniques for writing embedded software to high-

level language tools and design methodologies, we refer

to them as a components of our development ecosystem,

rather than a framework or toolkit. In Sec. V we then distill

from our experience the main contributions of the paper:

the importance of using specialized tools for the different

development subtasks, tackling each specific problem with

the most appropriate trade-off between efficiency and ex-

pressiveness; the convenience of embracing a development

approach which supports the evolution of a robot platform

along different axes, like hardware refinement, evolution

of support libraries, adaptation of application programming

tools. Conclusions follow in Sec. VI.

II. APPLICATION DOMAINS

The motivation behind modular robotics research is

twofold: from an engineering perspective, modular robots

could have a variety of potential application fields, like

for example rapid prototyping through multi-purpose robot

kits, exploration of unknown and hazardous environments

(e.g. space or earthquake areas) by means of resilient and

adaptive locomotion devices, entertainment such as art or

toys and production such as reconfigurable robot manipula-

tors. From a scientific perspective, the exploration of how

such systems work may provide insight into the cellular

nature and organizational concepts of biological organisms.

This would bring understanding of fundamental biological

principles such as modularity, redundancy, emergence, self-

organization and self-replication, which in turn could be

exploited by engineers to design better robot systems.

Conventional robots are usually designed for specific ap-

plications: for example, in order to study quadruped locomo-

tion a four legged robot may be built. Given requirements

such as intended size, walking velocity, maneuverability

and operational environment a list of specifications can

be inferred and the robot can be designed through a top-

down procedure, determining a specific mechanical structure,

control hardware and types and placements of sensors and

actuators which satisfy the requirements. Additionally, a

software architecture may be developed to support flexible

application development within the specific domain.

In contrast with conventional specialized robots, modular

robots can be reassembled into many different systems; in

one application the modules may form e.g. a quadruped

walking robot, in another a robotic manipulator. Fig. 1 shows

different application examples that we already studied using

the ATRON modular robot [4]: the graph illustrates how

the type of application, which determines the number of

modules involved, poses certain performance requirements

on the single modules. For example when we study large-

scale systems for self-reconfiguration the reliability of an

individual module is less significant (due to redundancy)

than that of the individual modules in a serial manipulator

arm. Also the strategy used for controlling the robots varies

greatly: in some applications (e.g. manipulation), control

may be orchestrated by a single module centrally directing

the actions of all other modules. In other applications (e.g.

self-assembly) each module may control itself in autonomous

fashion with little overall coordination among the modules.

Note that although the trend of the line in Fig. 1 is rather

arbitrary it underlines an intended advantage of modular

robots, i.e. that performance requirements (and thus the cost

per unit) decline as more modules are added to an ensemble.

From these examples it is clear that the software support-

ing the development of such a diverse range of applications

needs to be extremely flexible, as it needs to fit different

control strategies, and well suited to evolution, as it needs

to cope with changing performance requirements.

III. HARDWARE CONSTRAINTS

AND SOFTWARE DESIDERATA

The various proposals of modular robot platforms ap-

peared over the years explored the design space in search of

the best solutions and tradeoffs between the complexity and

cost of the units and the versatility of the system [1]. Aspects

under which the module designs differ are, among the others,

the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs), the connectors’

number, type (gendered, genderless) and technology (electro-

magnetic, physical latching, etc), the inter-module commu-

nication capabilities, the mechanical strength and precision

and the energy consumption. The choices for the control

hardware are instead less varied, with a predominance of

resource-constrained microcontroller units in line with the

philosophy of simple, low cost modules: the majority of

platforms are characterized by program and data memory

respectively in the order of tens and units of KBytes and

clock speeds usually within the !20 MHz range, with a few

exceptions including even more constrained [3] and more

capable units [6]. In general, such constraints exclude the

possibility of using any of the already available development

frameworks, as they typically require an underlying environ-

ment either in the form of an operating system (a POSIX

compliant one or MS Windows) or a full-fledged virtual

machine like the Java VM [7]. Moreover those frameworks



are tailored to the needs of specialized robots (e.g. mobile

bases) and would be of little usefulness for a modular system.

A further aspect to highlight is the increasingly common

introduction within each system proposal of module variants

in order to better fit the different application niches. The

differences can be limited to the control electronics, provi-

sioning modules with e.g. additional sensors or more capable

processing units [6], or can extend into their mechanical

capabilities to make them able to perform tasks difficult or

impossible with completely homogeneous modules [8], [9].

Unsurprisingly, having to develop code for different variants

of a platform constitutes another important element to take

into account while engineering the software development

process. Last, while control algorithms have been developed

to perform a range of the envisioned applications [2], stream-

lining development requires convenient means to express

them by addressing the robot as a whole, i.e. possibly without

having to minutely specify how the resulting code should be

divided, distributed and executed by the single modules.

Everything considered, this is a multifaceted problem since

it involves:

- system software making efficient use of the hardware

resources and lending itself well to a diversification of

the hardware platform;

- a computational infrastructure encompassing the en-

semble that exploits the resiliency provided by hard-

ware redundancy and allows for flexible application

development through fast prototyping and incremental

refinement (as advocated in [10]);

- an expressive means that subsumes irrelevant details

of the physical structure (e.g. a module’s functionally

unimportant orientation), but allows to pinpoint specific

ones if necessary (e.g. a specific sensor in a specific

location), and is amenable to extension in order to cater

for evolving application needs.

This variety of design issues is mirrored by a high spe-

cialization of the adopted development tools, each stressing

the critical aspect of the subproblem it addresses.

IV. FIRST ELEMENTS OF

A DEVELOPMENT ECOSYSTEM

In order to clarify the ideas and the concepts we have just

expressed, we exemplify them here with reference to the

software development architecture that we are evolving for

the ATRON modular robots developed at our institute [4].

An ATRON module of the generation currently in use

is controlled by two Atmel ATMega128 microcontrollers

(one on each hemisphere), with a 16 Mhz clock speed,

128 KBytes of program and 4 KBytes of data memory.

Other representative platforms share very similar features in

terms of hardware: for example, the USC/ISI SuperBot plat-

form uses the same microcontroller, while CKBot from the

University of Pennsylvania is controlled by a PIC18F2680

MCU with 64 KBytes of program and 3.3 KBytes of data

memory. Our development system, though detailed here for

illustrative purposes, can therefore be of practical relevance

to most kinds of modular robot platforms. We captured the

requirements outlined in Sec. III by structuring the software

architecture as illustrated in Fig. 2.

A. Base System: Efficiency

The sensors, actuators and communication channels of

a module typically require a certain amount of on-board

processing to make their functionalities available through

application programming interfaces (APIs). While this is in

spirit akin to the purpose of a traditional operating system,

as discussed the hardware constraints inhibit the adoption

of commonly used ones. A typical alternative would be

to use one of the real-time embedded operating systems

designed for this kind of resource-constrained platforms (e.g.

FreeRTOS [11] or AvrX [12]), but structuring most of the

code within a preemptive multithreaded model would present

several drawbacks:

- as it is becoming increasingly evident also within the

broader programming community [13], the inherent

sequential nature of threads makes them an inconvenient

way to manage parallelism, an interesting aspect to

exploit in modular systems [14];

- the possibility of preemption implies the adoption of

locking mechanisms when accessing shared resources,

at the expense of a lower system responsiveness as

on this class of devices those mechanisms are usually

implemented by temporarily disabling interrupts;

- the context switching overhead and the per-thread stack

allocation result in an inefficient resource utilization:

although the former is not particularly significant, the

latter might even prevent us from targeting systems

with very low memory resources (e.g. 1 KByte of data

memory as in [3]);

- the blocking semantics does not facilitate transparent

migration of functionalities from software to hardware,

involving a deeper restructuring of the system if the

platform is upgraded or a new variant is produced.

Specific timeliness guarantees for a module are often

largely undefined, given the mentioned lack of a priori

specifications. Therefore, using preemptable threads for the

base system tasks (e.g. communication stacks, motor con-

trollers, sensor filters, etc) implies the mentioned hindrances

without bringing any significant advantage over a best-effort

implementation, which can instead rely on constructs more

resource-efficient and more convenient to use. We therefore

opted for a simple event-driven model together with run

to completion tasks and cooperative threading constructs.

Fig. 2. The ATRON software architecture and development flow



Specifically, we currently use an in-house variant of the

TinyOS operating system [15] augmented with lightweight

threading based on local continuations (similarly to pro-

tothreads [16]) and developed in the nesC language (a C

dialect enforcing componentization [17]). This allows us to:

- more conveniently express parallelism in the platform

API, as described in [14];

- limit the need for critical sections to a small subpart of

the base system (namely, the non-reentrant portions of

the interrupt handlers [18]), improving responsiveness;

- avoid multiple stacks allocation, as run-to-completion

procedures and lightweight threads can share a single

one, making even systems with very limited data mem-

ory suitable targets;

- partition the code into functional components which can

be transparently moved between software and hardware

implementations, since the completion event issued

from such a component can indifferently be a software

upcall or a hardware interrupt [15].

As discussed, those advantages mainly derive from adopt-

ing a concurrency model not relying on preemption, which

on the other hand requires application code to be written

carefully: not returning control to the scheduler in a timely

fashion (e.g. by performing a long computation) would hang

the base system. For this reason, we are currently experi-

menting with a two-level scheduling policy which enables

preemption between two different groups of tasks (namely,

the system and application ones) but not within the groups

themselves, in the same vein as Regehr and his coauthors

propose in [19]. A mixed policy of preemptive and non-

preemptive scheduling can be modeled with the concept of

preemption thresholds and has been shown to be possibly

better than purely preemptive and purely non-preemptive

ones with regards to scheduling feasibility [20]: judiciously

introducing preemption in this fashion would therefore allow

us to keep most of the aforementioned advantages while

catering for timeliness guarantees, if such a requirement

becomes important while evolving the system.

B. Distributed Execution Environment: Flexibility

In [10] we illustrated our vision for an application de-

velopment style which tackles the complexity of the task by

exploiting as much as possible direct user interaction: starting

by remote-controlling a particular robot configuration (i.e.,

the least extent of autonomy on a very specific platform)

and incrementally refining the application code to achieve

both a higher degree of controller autonomy and a broader

generality of the robot configurations it can be used for.

In our experience, transitioning from the first step to a

satisfactory result can often be a trial-and-error process, since

the complexity of coordinating the modules grows as the

application is refined. Although this can be partially dealt

with by simulating the system (as we already do [21]), the

discrepancy between the simulation and the actual physical

behavior requires at least some iterative parameter tuning to

be performed on the real system. Furthermore, composing

remote control and/or autonomous behaviors calls for the

possibility to selectively add functionalities to a system under

development. To make this incremental refinement process

realistic and then maximize its usefulness, we need first to

address two points:

- deploying application code in the modules composing a

robot should be fast, in order to enable and exploit fast-

paced interaction between the developer and the robot

system under development;

- updating a running application should cause no inter-

ruption of the robot operations, in order to allow for

continuous activity and seamless improvement.

Traditional methods to update the program code in simple

embedded devices like the ones we are targeting do not

satisfy these requirements: they typically involve taking the

system off-line by means of external devices (i.e. hard-

ware programmers) or software procedures (i.e. interrupt the

running program and execute the boot-loader); furthermore,

reprogramming time is considerably high, given the need to

physically access each of the modules or to transmit the new

firmware and then have it installed. Other solutions involving

write operations to the program memory, like dynamic link-

ing [22], still suffer from a relatively high reprogramming

time and from the need to interrupt the robot’s activity

in order to access the bootloader (In-System-Programming

is usually possible just from this area). Partially trading

efficiency for flexibility, we chose a virtual machine-based

approach consisting of an interpreter installed on top of

the base system and a bytecode language tailored to the

characteristics of the ATRON robot [23], [24]. This enables:

- programs of compact size, and therefore quick dissemi-

nation of code fragments (i.e. the distinct portions of the

overall controller to be executed by specific modules)

within the robot ensemble;

- functionalities to be added or updated online, like

for example handlers triggering reactions from sensor

events;

- the exploitation of physical redundancy in order to

achieve resiliency of the ensemble and/or to allow for

fast replacement of modules while experimenting: the

typical size of code fragments (tens to at most one

hundred of bytes) makes it feasible to store the whole

ensemble controller within the a module and redistribute

parts of it on a need basis.

While the virtual machine approach allows for small

program size and dynamic update of running programs, the

computational overhead on intensive computations makes

its sole adoption impractical. To complement it we are

developing a multi-purpose and multi-platform control li-

brary3 that implements some of the most frequently adopted

control strategies for modular robots. For example, central

pattern generators and gait-tables are commonly used control

algorithms for locomotion on many different platforms: the

library implements them in C, allowing for direct usage from

C control programs and for inclusion in the virtual machine

language through dedicated bytecodes (this way of bridging

3ASsemble and AnimatE (ASE): http://modular.mmmi.sdu.dk/wiki/ASE



the virtual machine and the library is work in progress).

Being written in C, the library can first be preliminary

validated through our simulator4 and then compiled for the

specific target (e.g. ATRON). While installing an updated

version on the robot implies the drawback of taking the robot

offline, we consider it a good compromise as this should

happen only when radically changing the application domain,

and not when developing or refining a single application.

C. High-level Language Tools: Expressiveness

Our virtual machine-based environment supports efficient

and dynamic code deployment in modular robots. Never-

theless, the logic for selecting what modules to deploy

code to must still be implemented by the programmer, and

programming directly in the low-level bytecode language

is tedious and error-prone. To enable quickly and easily

experimenting with and deploying programs on modular

robots, we have implemented a language that lets program-

mers specify what behaviors are activated where [24]. This

language, named DynaRole (Dynamically updateable Role-

based programming language), is based on the idea of role-

based control [25].

The DynaRole language provides roles as a fundamental

abstraction to structure the set of behaviors that are to be

diffused into the module structure. Diffusion of code is how-

ever implicit: DynaRole is a declarative language that allows

roles to be assigned to specific modules in the structure

based on invariants; behaviors are implicitly distributed to

modules based on their association with roles. DynaRole is

a domain-specific language in the sense that it is targeted to

the ATRON robots and moreover has very limited support for

general-purpose computation. DynaRole provides primitives

for simple decision-making, but all complex computations

must be performed in external code; DynaRole is thus mostly

useful as a scripting language for controlling functionality

provided by a set of natively executing software components

rather than a general-purpose systems development language.

We are interested in further investigating scripting lan-

guages as a means to enable high-level interactive program-

ming of modular robots. We believe that such an approach is

essential for enabling the development of complex applica-

tions for modular robots. As mentioned earlier, we envision

interactive programming of distributed controllers being done

by incrementally transitioning from simple remote control

of a specific robot configuration to autonomous control of a

whole class of similar robot configurations. This incremental

transition relies on three key elements: (1) using symbolic,

configuration-independent names to globally identify what

components (modules, specific sensors, actuators, etc.) to

control [26], (2) describing more advanced behaviors using

a distributed scripting language such as DynaRole, and

(3) dynamically updating code in the running system through

a virtual machine-based approach.

4Unified Simulator for Self-Reconfigurable Robots (USSR):
http://modular.mmmi.sdu.dk/wiki/USSR

V. DISCUSSION

Modular robots are probably among the robot systems

most subject to change: in terms of evolution of the hardware

platforms, as designers strive to produce cost-effective, useful

systems for practical applications; in terms of application

scenarios of these platforms, as users exploit their modular

nature to retarget them to diverse, and possibly unforeseen,

uses and contexts. Accommodating the evolution of require-

ments due to different classes of change requires flexibility

at different levels, achieved with different trade-offs between

efficiency and expressiveness. Support tools and development

techniques express these trade-offs, and they are highly

dependent on the rate of change they need to withstand:

- a single application under development changes at a

high pace and inappropriate tools can hamper this

process, if expressing concepts which are natural and

recurrent in the problem domain requires the use of

convoluted expedients. We thus favor the expressiveness

of extensible domain-specific scripting languages for

this task, intended as their suitability for conveniently

representing and manipulating the key concepts of the

application domain;

- the runtime environment might need to change due

to a shift of the whole application domain, which is

expectedly less frequent than the modifications to a

single application. We can match ease of use and ef-

ficiency by incorporating into the runtime environment

new functionalities implemented in a C-based library;

- changes to the base system are the least frequent, being

due to hardware modifications or to the emergence of

stricter performance requirements. The main focus is

thus on efficiency, but the component-based approach

allows for a moving hardware/software boundary best

coping with the platform evolution.

To truly appreciate the advantages of such a diverse set

of tools, we can compare them to the hindrances caused by

using just a single one (e.g. plain ANSI C, as was common

until recently in our group and others [27]):

- high-level control for a robot application is difficult to

express and therefore to understand, maintain and reuse

over time: C does not provide, for example, convenient

constructs to manage concurrent and event-triggered

actions useful e.g. to express behaviors (and in fact

overcoming the same limitations is an actual concern for

other robotics scripting languages, like UrbiScript [28]);

- modifying and redeploying an application is time con-

suming and requires taking the robot off-line;

- a functional subdivision in terms of primitive split-phase

components is not enforced, rendering the base system

less amenable to hardware evolution.

Notably, adopting the most appropriate tool for each

subtask is also key to accommodating for the evolution of the

system in all its subparts: from the ones closer to the hard-

ware platform (through a flexible hardware/software bound-

ary) to those closer to the application developer (through an

extensible runtime and the relative scripting language).



VI. CONCLUSIONS

An effective software development strategy for modular

robot applications needs to address multiple issues, with the

most challenging ones being probably the extreme variety

of application domains and the difficulty of conveniently

expressing the control logic for an inherently distributed

system. In addition, the scarce hardware resources and the

rapid platform evolution pose further practical challenges.

Our first findings seem to indicate that no single tool alone,

and neither a single methodology, can provide a satisfactory

way to solve the problem. Instead, a set of different special-

ized tools (C dialects, custom runtime environments, domain

specific languages) and a mix of development strategies

(incremental application refinement using physical robots,

code validation through simulation) seem to be a promising

way to achieve flexibility and accommodate for change of

requirements and of the hardware platforms themselves. To

encompass such diverse tools, techniques and methodologies,

we refer to them as elements of our development ecosystem.

The paper summarized our work in trying to foster the

development of practical applications of modular robot tech-

nology. We think, however, that it can also provide insights

to other researchers sharing part of the problems we face.

Specifically, we believe that software developers for other

robot systems with scarce hardware resources (e.g. swarms)

can profit from our discussion over the system engineering

issues, while our brief report on the usage of domain

specific languages can be of interest to most robot software

developers striving to achieve high-level expressiveness.
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